
Mobile phones and the internet have made it easier to stay in contact with other people .however, as 
a lot of time is spent using telephones and computers, there is less face-to-face contact and direct 
communication.

Is the growing use of communications technology a positive or a negative development for society?
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Today, cellphones, computers, social networks and virtual world help people have an easier contact 
when far from each other and on the other hand overusing this communications technology cause 
people drifting apart from each other when they gathering together in one place for meeting.

In my point of view, although the computers and mobile phones have advantages but overusing of 
these devices has disadvantages.

If we remembered a few years ago when we wanted to found find and had contacted our families or 
friends, we forced to use a telephone in our homes and if he or she was not behind the line in his or 
her homes we could not communicate with him or her. But today, mobile phone is one of the useful 
inventions helping people finding each other and have contact whenever their they want.

Computers, laptops, are design to installing software and program help people do their works or 
projects easier or make it possible by email to contact with manager, office or universities. Also there 
is another application that computers have for children to playing games.

On the other hand, some people have become addicted to their devices, when these people gathering 
with their families or friends in any places, they staring to their screens and do not have any 
communications with the others.

In conclusion, mobile phones and computers or whatever help people to contact each other are 
produce to make it easier communications and it is very important to everyone to using it in right 
moments and places and avoid from overusing them.


